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dk̈̈l ©d of the Week

~  (2) z ¤q¤p §M ©d-zi¥A z ©WEc §w  ~
~  The Holiness of the Synagogue (2)  ~

One is forbidden to enter a z ¤q¤p §M-zi¥A in order to escape the heat, cold
or rain.  If one has to speak with a friend who is in a z ¤q¤p §M-zi¥A , he
should enter the synagogue, recite a wEqR̈ from the dẍFY or a passage
from any of the holy writings, and then speak with his friend.  If he
does not know how to recite any wEqR̈ he should at least sit down for
a moment, because just sitting in a z ¤q¤p §M-zi¥A is a dë §v ¦n.

One may not walk through a z ¤q¤p §M-zi¥A as a shortcut; that is, one may
not walk through a synagogue because it is quicker than walking
around it.
It is a dë §v ¦n for one who entered a z ¤q¤p §M-zi ¥A to pray or study Torah to leave
through another door in order to show that he cherishes the place (considers it to
be special).  (my a"ne 'd sirq `"pw 'q r"y :d`x)
How do you understand this?
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Rabbi Shimon taught,

(a) Be very careful about when to recite Shema and Shemoneh Esrei;

(b) When you pray, do not pray out of habit, but beg for kindness and
mercy from Hashem, as the `i¦ap̈ (the prophet Yoel, 2,13) teaches:
“He is merciful and kind, slow to anger, full of love and forgiving of
evil.”

(c) Do not judge yourself to be a bad person.

* * *


